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T11F" PROBLEM CONCERNING TIHE SCATTERING OF LIGHT BY SUSPENSIONS OF BACTERIA

/Followlng is the translation of an article by V. I. IKlenin,
published in the Russiani-language periodical Biofizika (Biophyslcs)
Vol X, No 2, 1965, pages 387-388. It was submitted on 5 Aug 63.
Translation performed by Sp/7 Charles T. Ostertag Jr.7

The article by Fikhman /T/ demonstrated conclusively the importance
of studying the scattering of light by suspensions of bacteria and interesting
results were presented for determining the spectr.l ,haracteris~¢le of light
which is scattered by a number of bacterial prepatahtloqg.A Tfie' 6hnl• bject ion
is the assertion by the author that the light-scattering of suspensions of

bacteria as comparatively coýtrsely-dispersed systems (their average sizes lie
within the limits of 0.3--5 microns) is not subordinate to the Mic formula /2/.
In actuality the Mie theory does not impose limitations on th-¢ size of par-
ticles. In literature calculations are cited for Mie functions for very large

particles. For example, in the tables /37 the Mie functions are tabulated ,,
to the values of the argument . , equal to 400-4t300, which corresponds
to the radius Y of particles on an order of 30--50 microns (0.05 nin) during
the scattering of visible light. In the work /4/ the Mie functions are tabu-
laced very carefully and in detail exactly in the interval of radii of 0.3
microns; it is also stressed there /4/ that an examination of an extreme case
of v- -- 00 in the frames of the Mie theory leads to the principles of
geometric optics.

Besides this, the processing of the experimental data of Fikhman 1---
on the basis of conclusive theoretical treatments of the Mie theory 0 make-
it possible to determine the elat~ive index of rqfractiori. M of bacterialit posibl to'-" determ-ine-t tosieatoei

sphere-shaped cells. Suc h 'prob' i impre11Wtyeis consideration is
given to the importance of the problem of turbidimetry of bacterial suspensions
on the whole, and also the phenomenon of the dependency of the refraction index
of the bacterial cells on their metabolic activity (living and dead bacteria
have different refraction indices), t.

The fiure presents the theoretical curves, constructed according to

the tables /5f, of the dependepcy of the index of the power yj (V-k•-k7)_
on W% for the values . =f1/}A, corresponding to the average diameters 4
of the bacteria, determined by phase contrast microphotography /-7. For A.
we used the average wavelength of maximum transmission in the ut-lized /-7
interval, ýL 508 millimicrons/l.33. Based on the experimental values of r.
(table 2 from the work /-7)and the curves in the dLawing it is possible to
determine VVI of the bacterial cells. The table presents the values of If,
determined in this way, for the species of bacteria studied in /17.
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k Generally s peaksbg, curves similar to those presented In the drawing,

under the conditlons of invariability of the degrau of dispersion of the system,
-zmake It possible based onl tile experimentally determined index of the power

S(with the help of the serial FEK-M-N device) to follow tile change in tile re-

fraction index of the bacterial cell (and consequently, a change in the most
important properties of microorganisms /T;67) during various morphological
changes of the population directly in (he medium of residence of the bacteria
(measuring cuvette), not being subjected to their co.lex preparative influ-
ences. On the other hand, based on the dimensions /I/ of turbidity (at A 5 46 0X),
determined experimentally from the spectral depen(dence of scattering, in the
-,lu•kt of a c,"srtai.y of Wi , it i1 posýTh!e with tile hc! p 4 1-ho. Mie- fot ... la
to keep track of the number of bacterial cells in a unit of volume.
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SI~ecis of idcro- idman s~ daa-

Valu of3 inde ofS
average- powe

diaote
II A

IA

Stph ti -s 012 14 -0" -I - -

S taph. atu.ous 15 0.82 1*20 U,75 (1.1)

Sarcina iutett 1 1.48 0.94 3.2.2 1,12


